25 February marks four years since the devastating flood in the Chifley Library.

Since that time, the ANU community have done incredible work to rebuild collections, buildings and facilities. The ANU Library have not only replaced items, but have dramatically improved collections!

Archival collections

The ANU Library recently acquired the historical Nineteenth Century Collections Online archives with over 1.3 million titles, which includes collections on:

- Asia and the West
- British Theatre, Music and Literature
- British Politics and Society
- Religion, Reform and Society

These collections contain a variety of documents (monographs, newspapers, pamphlets, manuscripts, ephemera, maps, photographs, statistics) in both Western and non-Western languages, including rare and fragile materials unavailable for use through other means.

Newspapers

The ANU Library now has access to the British Library Newspaper collection, which includes newspapers from the early 18th century to the 2000s. This is one of the richest collections of primary source newspaper materials ever made available digitally, and is fully searchable.

Other newspaper collections acquired include:

- Telegraph historical archive 1855-2016
- Times Literary Supplement Historical Archive 1902-2019
- Voices from wartime France 1939-1945: Clandestine Resistance and Vichy Newspapers

Learn more about these incredible new resources at anulib.anu.edu.au/chifley-flood

Requesting flood replacement material

If you require any material that was lost in the flood and has not yet been replaced, please get in touch with the ANU Library (anulib.anu.edu.au/ask-us). They will prioritise your request, and try to locate an interim copy until a replacement is found.